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S&P Global Equity Market Indices – Performances for 2014

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

This year has been a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde market or a market with a split personality. For instance, the winners were heavily
concentrated within the large cap, US stock markets including: NASDAQ 100 Index (17.56% YTD), NASDAQ Composite (11.95%), SPX Index
(10.84%), S&P 100 Index (10.32%). Asian Equity Markets were also stellar performers including India (37.74 YTD) and China (27.13%). Dubai
(35.42%), Turkey (20.2%), and Copenhagen (21.19%) were also outperformers. As can be expected the losers were natural resource
intensive markets and European Equities including Australia (-0.95%), Germany (-0.45%), France (-0.69%), and Great Britain (-0.78%).
Interestingly, Hong Kong (-1.45%) was one of the worst Asian Equities diverging dramatically from Chinese equities. We suspect this
discrepancy will close next year. Another Asian equity market, namely Japanese equities as represented by Nikkei 225 and TOPIX severely
lagged its Asian counterparts. This trend may begin to reverse early next year as global value-type investors return. European Equities,
which have been poor performers this year may bottom, if the EURO can stabilize near 1.20-1.21 EURUSD. The caveat to the above call
depends heavily on money flowing from U.S. equities into Foreign Equity markets.
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S&P GICS Sector/Industry Indices – Performances for 2014

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

It has been another frustrating year for investors specifically active fund
managers as nearly 75% of the 2,400 mutual funds are trailing their
respective benchmark on a year to date basis. In fact, nearly 48% of
managers have fallen behind their benchmark by at least 250bp. This is
worse than during the 2011, 2012, and 2013 time periods. We suspect the
primary reasons for this severe underperformance is the low dispersion or
the lack of differential between the best and worst performing sectors.
Furthermore, the sharp volatilities during the market sell-offs at the
beginning of the year and during the Sep-Oct downturn adversely impacted
funds' performances. Since almost 40% of equity-focused mutual funds in
the U.S. have a Dec fiscal calendar year end cycle as compared to nearly 20%
with an Oct calendar year end seasonal trading activities such as tax loss
harvesting and window dressing can play an influential role forcing active
managers to chase the market in an attempt to catch-up to a rising trend.
There is a tendency for the leaders that outperformed during first three
quarters of the year to continue to gain strength into November and early
December. On the other hand, the laggards for the year tend to continue to
suffer tax loss selling through Nov and into early Dec. These seasonal
tendencies often reverse direction as selling pressure and window dressing
activities subside towards the end of the year and into the New Year
creating an opportunity for laggards to rebound strongly and relatively
outperform the leaders.
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Global Equity Markets – Relative Performances from Mar 2009

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

3/6/09 SPX = 666.79 
Base = 100

MSCI Emerging Markets

SPX Index

EMU
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After exchanging leadership roles since the Mar 2009 bottom, US Equities (i.e., SPX Index) has consistently outperformed its closest
competitor (i.e., MSCI Emerging Markets) for the past 2-plus years. The spread between the two markets is 98 points for the largest since the
summer of 2011 when MSCI Emerging Markets outperformed SPX by nearly 47 points. In hindsight, this was the turning point to a leadership
change favoring US Equity relative outperformance. We suspect this outperformance trend will likely continue as long as SPX maintains
above the top of its uptrend channel. Nonetheless, the Emerging Markets and Nikkei 225 Index appear to be stabilizing in recent months.
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Global Equity Markets – Relative Performances from Oct 2011

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.
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The Sep-Oct 2014 decline may have been a false breakdown as SPX Index has quickly reasserted itself above the bottom of its 3-year
channel. This hints of a retest of the top of channel in the near future and continued relative outperformance from US Equities. On the
other hand, European Equities (EMU) continues to deteriorate as the violation of its pivotal 2-year uptrend during Jul 2014 and a failed rally
to surpass the extension of uptrend in Sep 2014 reaffirms underperformance. Japanese Equities (Nikkei 225) is interesting as it is
approaching crucial resistance along the top of its Jan 2014 downtrend. MSCI Emerging Markets is also testing pivotal support.

10/4/11 SPX = 1,074.77 
Base = 100
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Global Equity Markets – Relative Performances from Jun 2013

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

6/24/13 SPX = 1,560.33 
Base = 100
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From the Jun 2013 low US Equities as represented by the SPX Index (SPX) is the only major Equity markets to set new all-time relative strength
highs. A higher high above its previous Sep 2014 high reaffirms its leadership role. Next key challenge for US Equities is surge above the top
of its 2013 uptrend. Failure to do so may signal a correction and a temporary shift in relative leadership to other foreign markets. Japanese
Equities (Nikkei 225) has held onto key support and is now approaching crucial resistance near its Dec 2013/Jul 2014 downtrend. A breakout
here may signal the emergence of a new leadership market. European Equities (EMU) is oversold and due for an oversold rally, near term.
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S&P 500 Index (SPX)
• The S&P 500 Index (SPX) is a proxy for the US

large cap market. It is also a benchmark for
many active US mutual fund managers. For the
past 5 years and 8 months this Index has been
the favorite of US and global investors
producing gains of 210.7%. So the pertinent
question then becomes: How high is high for
SPX and how low is low for SPX? Since March
2009 market bottom (666.79) there have been 3
well-established uptrend channels providing key
supports and key resistance.

• Although the 2009 bull rally is maturing it can
sustain further as long as SPX retains key
technical supports. Initial support resides near
the bottom of the Jun 2013 uptrend channel at
1,972. Note that the 10/31/14 gap up is also at
1,999-2,001 and the 10-wk/30-wk moving
averages are also trading at 1,961-1,986. Key
secondary support lies along the bottom of the
Oct 2011 channel at 1,830 as well as the recent
pivotal Oct 2014 low (1,820.66). Intermediate
term support remains visible near the bottom of
the Mar 2009 uptrend at 1,570 and the May
2013 breakout at 1,600.

• Upside SPX targets: Near term resistance is
evident at 2,057-2,092 corresponding to the top
of the Oct 2013 uptrend channel as well as the
top of the Jun 2013 channel. Medium to
intermediate term resistance converges near
2,186 to 2,246 or the 2009 channel breakout
above 1,815, Oct 2011 breakout above 2,057,
2013 channel breakout above 2,092 and Jun
2014 Broadening Top and/or V-formation
breakout above 2,218-2,246.Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

Mar 2009 uptrend channel = 1,570-2,057 
Breakout above 1,815  +371 or 2,186 
Breakdown below 1,570  -371 or 1,199

Height = 371

Height = 227

Oct 2011 uptrend channel = 1,830-2,057 
Breakout above 2,057  +227 or 2,284 
Breakdown below 1,830  -227 or 1,603

Jun 2013 uptrend channel = 1,972-2,092 
Breakout above 2,092  +120 or 2,212 
Breakdown below 1,972  -120 or 1,852

Height = 120

Jun 2014 Broadening Top/V-formation = 1,821-2,019 
Breakout above 2,019-2,047  +199 or 2,218-2,246           
Breakdown below 1,821  -199 or 1,622

Height = 199
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Japanese Equities - Nikkei 225 Index 
• The following monthly and weekly charts

support our technical call that the simultaneous
bursting of the speculative bubbles in Japanese
Real Estate and the Japanese stock market on
Dec 1989 and the ensuing 25 year deflationary
cycle may be nearing an end.

• The monthly chart of the Japanese Equities
market as represented by the Nikkei 225 Index
confirms a major breakout. A reversal of the
long-term downtrend dating back to 1996 as
well as the recent gap up breakout above the
Jan/Sep 2014 highs at 15,725-16,374 during Oct
2014 signal the start of a sustainable recovery.

• This major breakout renders a near term target
to 17,489-17,563 coinciding with the Apr
2006/Oct 2007 highs. Secondary target to the
Feb 2007 highs at 18,300 is also possible over the
near term. However, there is formidable
intermediate term resistance near the 38.2%
retracement (19,205) from the 1989-2003
decline as well as the Oct 2014 breakout target
(20,366) and the Apr 2000 highs (20,833). The
ability to clear this supply reaffirms a sustainable
intermediate term recovery to the 50%
retracement (22,976) and the Jun 1996 high
(22,751). The longer-term target remains closer
to the 61.8% retracement and Mar 1991 high at
26,748-27,270.

• Key supports are as follows: 16,534-16,721
(11/4/14 gap up), 16,320-16,374 (Oct 2014
breakout), 16,153 (10-wk ma), 15,449-15,760
(Aug 2014 high and 30-wk ma), 14,529-14,786
(Jun 2013 uptrend, Aug/Oct/ 2014 lows, 13,749-
13,964 (Oct 2013 and Apr/May 2014 lows), and
12,415/13,188 (Jun/Aug 2013 lows).

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

A major breakout above the 1996 downtrend may be signaling 
the end to the 1989 deflationary cycle.

Recent Flag/Pennant formation 
breakout  bodes well for a retest of 
next key resistance at 18,300-19,205.
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MSCI Emerging Markets Index
• The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is heavily

dominated by foreign stocks in four key
countries namely, China (19.8% market
capitalization), Korea (14.0%) Taiwan (12.4%)
and Brazil (9.6%). The stocks from these four
countries when combined account for nearly
56% of the overall market capitalization of the
MSCI Emerging Markets Index. We believe the
choppy conditions over the past year or so is the
direct result of diverging technical conditions
on the above top four key Emerging Markets.

• Stocks from China, Taiwan and India (7.36% mkt
cap) have been the strongest contributors to the
Emerging Markets Index and stocks from Brazil,
Korea and Russia (4.36%) have been the
weakest. We expect this trend to continue into
the end of the year and possibly into 2015.

• The Emerging Market appears to be headed
towards an inflection point as two major
symmetrical triangles dating back to 2011 and
2007 are rapidly converging. A convincing
breakout or breakdown can signal the next
major directional trend for Emerging Markets.

• 1,075-1,085/1,104 or the Mar 2012/Jan 2013/Sep
2014 highs and the pivotal 2007 downtrend is
major resistance. A convincing breakout here
confirms an intermediate term recovery to
1,212-1,253 (2011/2008 highs) and then to 1,345
(2007 all-time highs).

• Key initial support is the Jun 2013 uptrend (960)
and Oct 2014 low (965.93). Violation here can
trigger a deeper correction towards 890-921 or
the bottom of the symmetrical triangles and the
Jul 2012/Jul/Aug 2013/Feb 2014 lows. Violation
here is significant as this confirms a major top.

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

Emerging Markets is nearing an inflection point as evident 
by two converging symmetrical triangle patterns.

Breakout occurs above 1,075-1,085/1,104

Breakdown confirmed below 960-966/ 890-921
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MSCI EMU (European Economic Monetary Union) Index
• The MSCI EMU Index captures key stocks from

the 10 Developed Markets countries within EMU
(European Economic Monetary Union). EMU
countries are: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands,
Portugal and Spain. France (32.2% Market Cap),
Germany (29.3%) and Spain (11.9%) accounts
for over 78% of the overall EMU Index.

• The two attached charts show two contrasting
and opposing technical views. The monthly
chart on the top half depicts a potentially
bearish Head and Shoulders Top pattern dating
back to early 2000. The rally during Jun 2014 to
208.36 failed to convincingly surpass the left
shoulder or Mar 2000 high (207.83). This action
may have solidified a right shoulder. In addition,
EMU Index encountered formidable resistance
near the 61.8% retracement (215.70) from 2007-
2009 decline and the top of its 2009 uptrend
channel at 221. Key neckline support remains
evident near 111 or the 2003/2009 uptrend.

• The weekly chart of EMU Index shows a
technically constructive uptrend channel dating
back to 2009. However, EMU Index needs to
maintain key near term support along the
38.2%-50% retracement (163-174) from Jul 2012
to Jun 2014 rally. The ability to find support
here can trigger an oversold rally to key
resistance near the 30-week ma (192) and the
extension of the Jul 2012 uptrend breakdown
(200). On the downside failure to maintain the
Oct 2014 low (168.77) and the 38.2-50%
retracement (163-174) suggests a retest of
61.8% retracement and the Jun 2013 low at 151-
152 and below this to 133-140 or the Nov 2012
low , 76.4% retracement and Mar 2009 uptrend.

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

A major Head and Shoulders Top pattern has developed.

An uptrend channel from 2009 still remains intact. Key 
near term support is 163-171 or 38.2-50% retracement.  
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S&P 500 Sectors – Relative Performances since March 2009

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

Telecom Services
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3/6/09 SPX = 666.79 
Base = 1.00 
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The relative strengths of the 10 S&P 500 Sectors benchmarked against SPX starting on 3/6/09 (base of 1.00) remains favorable. Since SPX is a
market cap weighted Index the 5-plus year bull rally can continue if the majority of the large market cap weighted S&P sectors outperform.
Since Mar 2009 bottom the top 4 S&P sectors including Technology (19.64% Market Cap), Financials (16.32%), Healthcare (14.23%) and
Consumer Discretionary (11.73%) have outperformed SPX (1.00). However, economically sensitive sectors including Consumer Discretionary,
Industrials, Materials and Energy have deteriorated. If this trend continues and defensive sectors gain strength this warns of a matured rally.
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S&P 500 Sectors – Relative Performances since October 2011

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 16 November 2014.

Healthcare
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Consumer Discretionary
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Info Technology
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Telecom Services

10/4/11 SPX = 1,074.77 
Base = 1.00 

The 10/4/11 bottom is an important market low as this preceded the LTRO bailout in Europe by ECB which lifted tail risk concerns. A major
positive outside month pattern developed on SPX Index at the end of Oct signaling Phase 2 of a 4-stage bull market rally. Institutional
Investors tend to be one of the key drivers of this rally. S&P Healthcare quickly assumed a market leadership role. This bull rally also gained
momentum on the backdrop of increasing relative strengths from key S&P sectors including the Financials, Consumer Discretionary,
Industrials and Info Technology. However, two defensive sectors (Utilities and Consumer Staples) are establishing major technical bases.
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S&P 500 Sectors – Relative Performances since June 2013

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 16 November 2014.
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6/24/13 SPX = 1,560.33 
Base = 1.00 

We suspect 2013 marks the start of Phase 3 or the Mania, Speculative and Melt-up stage of the bull rally. This is emotional aspect of the bull
rally where retail investors are often active. Healthcare continues to lead. Info Technology is now emerging as the next leadership S&P sector
as old Technology names have begun to attract investment interests from investors. Select Industrials are also benefiting from the decline in
Energy /Commodity prices. Despite the strength of US Dollar, Consumer Staples and Utilities continue to attract attention via a potential
saucer bottom or a cup and handle pattern. Energy and Materials remain the laggards and will likely underperform into the end of the year.
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S&P 500 Sectors – Relative Rotation Graph for past 20 weeks

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.

The Relative Rotation Graph (also known as RRG) is a trademark of RRG Ltd. Created by Julius de Kempenaer, it is essentially a scatter graph that takes a 
group of related securities and measures them in relation to a benchmark. The charting area is divided into four distinct color-coded quadrants labeled 
Leading, Weakening, Lagging, and Improving. The location, direction and speed of movement within or toward the quadrants provides you with a 
powerful data visualization tool. The x-axis measures Julius de Kempenaer’s proprietary ratio of relative strength that normalizes the results to make 
them comparable. The y-axis indicates the momentum of the relative strength. The location of the instruments indicates their relative strength in relation 
to the benchmark, which has a constant value of 100. Instruments that remain close to the center are close to the benchmark. Instruments that break 
away from the central area are instruments worth watching.

Energy

Utilities

Healthcare
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S&P 500 Sectors – Relative Rotation Graph for past 20 days

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.
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S&P 500 Industry Groups – Relative Rotation Graph - 20 weeks

Source: Thomson Reuters, UBS CIO WMR as of 21 November 2014.
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Terms and abbreviations
% +or- Moving Avg (DMA) The percentage above or below the moving average (see Moving Average) is used to help measure an overbought 

or oversold condition and is a component of risk management. It is calculated by taking the difference between 
the group price and its 30-week moving average (see below), and then dividing by the 30-week moving average 
times 100. 

30-Week Moving Average Also known as the 30-week line or 150-day line), this is one of the most popular and respected moving average 
indicators (see Moving Average) in technical circles. It is calculated by totaling the latest 30 weekly (usually Friday 
closing) prices and dividing by 30 to arrive at the average. Each week, the most recent week’s figure is added to 
the total, and the price level from 30 weeks ago is subtracted – hence the term “moving.” Please note that a 
breakout above or breakdown below this line does not, in and of itself, constitute a buy or sell signal.

Adjusted Relative Strength (ARS) Number gives a 50% weighting to the 1-month relative strength, 30% to the 3-month, and 20% to the 6-month 
numbers to arrive at a single weighted number.

Base A chart pattern marking a period of accumulation following a downtrend. The larger the base, the greater the 
upside potential following its completion. A base can take many forms.

Beta A measure of volatility of a security as it relates to the market as a whole. Beta is often calculated using regression 
analysis. A beta is basically the tendency of a security’s returns to respond to swings in the market. A beta of 1 
indicates that the security’s price will move with the market. A beta of less than 1 means the security will be less 
volatile than the market. A beta of greater than 1 implies that the security’s price will be more volatile than the 
market.

Blow off stage to a major rally This is often the last stage of a speculative bubble to a major rally.  The blow off phase tends to be steep, but short-
lived that often affords little opportunity for investors/traders to exit their positions. As price of a security or an asset
advanced to an unsustainable level via a parabolic uptrend this give rise to the bursting of the speculative bubble 
resulting a quick and dramatic decline as investors/traders try to exit the market/security at the same time.

Breakdown A technical term indicating a downside resolution of a chart pattern. Its significance is determined by the same 
factors governing a breakout.

Breakout A technical term indicating an upside resolution of a chart pattern. Breakouts can take many forms, and their degree 
of importance is determined by the significance of the chart pattern which preceded it.
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Terms and abbreviations

A technical analysis term used to describe potential areas of support (price stops declining) or resistance (price stops 
rising) on the charts. After a strong rally or decline there is a tendency for a security to retrace a certain portion of its
prior move (up or down). Fibonacci retracements use horizontal lines to indicate areas of support or resistance at 
the key Fibonacci levels before continuing in the original direction. These levels are computed by taking the two 
extreme points and then dividing the vertical distance by the key Fibonacci ratios of 23.6%, 38.2%, 50%, 61.8% 
and 100%.

Fibonacci Retracement Level

A trend line connecting successively lower peaks for a stock (or market). Its technical significance is determined by 
the same factors governing an uptrend line.

Downtrend Line

The opposite of a golden cross, this is a crossover on the chart resulting from a security’s shorter-term moving 
average falling below its longer-term moving average. Technicians often see this as a bearish technical sign 
indicating the market has turned negative on the security.

Death Cross

A chart pattern comprised of two parallel trend lines, which form a trading band. Channels take the form of 
uptrend, downtrend and horizontal.

Channel

Forecast Stock Return is defined as expected percentage price appreciation plus gross dividend yield over the next 
12 months.

FSR

Fan reversal pattern The fan formation is a technical pattern that is based on the use of multiple trend lines to denote a major trend 
reversal. The fan pattern gets its name as it basically resembles a “fan”. It should have a minimum of three trend 
lines (uptrends or downtrends). The break out/break down of the third downtrend/uptrend often completes the fan 
pattern and signals the start of a major trend reversal. The starting point of these trend lines should come from a 
significant peak or a significant trough.

Broadening Top Formation The Broadening top is a rare technical formation that resembles an inverted triangle pattern. It is formed by price 
swings that are increasingly widening and expanding volume. The most common of these broadening top patterns 
are the three ascending peaks and two descending troughs. The combination of wide price swings and increasing 
volume often convey an increasingly volatile and emotional market that's basically out of control. This pattern is 
often associated with market tops rather than market bottoms. The confirmation of the Broadening top occurs when 
the price violates the second of these two troughs.
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Terms and abbreviations

A crossover on the chart that involves a security’s shorter-term moving average (such as the 50-day moving 
average) crossing above its longer-term moving average (such as the 150-day or 200-day moving average). 
Technicians often interpret this crossing of two moving averages as a bullish technical sign that suggests the market 
has turned in favor of the security.

Golden Cross

An open space in a chart created when a stock (or market) opens either higher than its highest level attained during 
the prior session (referred to as a gap up or an upside chart gap) or lower than its lowest level reached during the 
prior day (called a gap down or a downside chart gap). Some gaps are caused by events and should be ignored: ex-
dividend gaps, new share issues, and expiration of futures contracts.

Gap

Head-and-Shoulders Pattern This technical formation is one of the best known of the reversal patterns. There are two types of head-and-
shoulders patterns that often appear on the charts – H/S top and H/S bottom. Both of these patterns often denote 
the process of a reversal either from a bullish or bearish trend. Head-and-shoulders formation often is comprised of 
a left shoulder, a head, and a right shoulder, and a line drawn across its shoulders defines its neckline. The breaking 
of the neckline to the upside confirms a head-and-shoulders bottom breakout, which signals the start of a bullish 
reversal favoring higher prices. The violation of neckline to the downside validates a head-and-shoulders top, 
reaffirming a bearish reversal of lower prices.

Internal Trend Line A single trend line connecting at least several high and low points for a stock (or market) over time.
Linear Regression Band A common statistical technique often used by investors/traders to better forecast values by utilizing the least 

squares fit method to plot a trend line.  A linear regression band consists of upper and lower bands.  These 
bands are calculated by computing the number of standard deviations above or below of the regression line.

Moving Average (m.a.) This is a technical indicator frequently used in technical analysis to show the average value of a security’s price over a 
set period of time. This tool is designed to smooth out a stock’s (or market’s) shorter-term fluctuations to provide a 
better picture of an underlying trend. Moving averages generally are used to measure momentum and define areas of 
possible support and resistance. Moving averages can be helpful as they emphasize the direction of the dominant or 
prevailing trend and also tend to smooth out price and volume fluctuations, or “noise,” giving the trader or investor a 
clearer picture of the security in question. Many moving averages exist.
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Terms and abbreviations

Relative strength is a performance comparison between a sector, group, or stock and the S&P 500 Index over a 
specified time frame. Our time frame is often a one-, three-, and six-month basis but does vary according to 
investment orientation.

Relative Strength

When one day’s range (high and low) exceeds the prior day’s range, and the stock (or market) in question closes 
near its daily peak, this is referred to as a positive “outside” day. A negative “outside” day would be recorded if the 
stock (or index) finished near its daily low after having a wider range than the prior session. The same rule can be 
applied on a weekly and monthly basis as well.

Positive/Negative “Outside” Day

Opposite of Overbought.  A technical condition that occurs when the price of a security has fallen to such a degree 
that the price becomes undervalued or has reached the lower band of its trading range prompting a potential rally.

Oversold

A technical condition in which the price of a security has risen to such a degree that the price becomes overvalued 
or has reached the upper band of its trading range resulting in a potential pullback in price.

Overbought

This is a trend line that is drawn across the bottoms or tops of the left shoulder, the head and the right shoulder of a 
potential head-and-shoulders bottom or top pattern. When prices break through this neckline support level and 
continue falling after forming the right shoulder, it confirms a head-and-shoulders top formation. Conversely, 
neckline resistance is a trend line drawn across the tops of the left shoulder, the head and the right shoulder. When 
prices break above this neckline resistance level and keep on rising, it typically completes the head-and-shoulders 
bottom pattern.

Neckline Support/Resistance

Market Return Assumption is defined as the one-year local market interest rate plus 5% (a proxy for the equity risk 
premium and not a forecast).

MRA

RRD Rating/Return Divergence is automatically appended to the rating when stock price movement has caused the 
prevailing rating to differ from that which would be assigned according to the rating system and will be removed 
when there is no longer a divergence, either through market movement or analyst intervention.

Support An area where increased buying interest is likely to develop during a decline. These points, which can take several 
forms (minor, major, etc.), often provide downside protection for an issue in a primary uptrend, but only temporary 
relief to an issue in a primary uptrend, during which time many support levels are often broken.
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Terms and abbreviations

There are three different types of Triangle patterns  – Symmetrical, Descending and Ascending.  Symmetrical Triangle 
is considered to be a continuation pattern that often signals a period of consolidation in a trend followed by a 
resumption of the prior trend.  It is formed by the convergence of a descending trend and an ascending trend. An 
Ascending Triangle is a bullish pattern, which is denoted by two trend lines – a flat trend line and an ascending 
uptrend line.  A Descending Triangle is a bearish pattern.  It is the opposite of the Ascending Triangle in that there is 
a flat trend line and a downward sloping downtrend line.

Triangle Patterns

A chart pattern marking a period of distribution following an uptrend. The larger the top, the greater the downside 
potential following its completion. It, too, can take many forms.

Top
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